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Thank you Richard,

Good afternoon Minister and thank you for making time to engage with us.  As 
Richard said, we are a coalition of Parish Councils and concerned citizens that have 
come together to drive the right decision for the EWR route selection from Bedford to 
Cambridge.

In a moment Phil is going to take about 10 mins to talk through the evidence that 
underpins our concerns around the quality and validity of EWR’s 2019 route selection 
consultation. Our concerns are:

Inadequate consultation – missing consultees, poor communication
Incorrect information and key criteria that changed without communicating to 
consultees
A Failure to give consultees the opportunity to consider the considerable impact of 
Freight
Bedford Borough Council’s undemocratically disproportionate influence on the 
process
A disregard for the selection’s impact on the environmental objectives –
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decarbonisation, fuel and energy usage, air quality, the impact on traffic and so on

Fundamentally we understand and support the need for an Oxford to Cambridge 
railway.  We know that this supports the government’s decarbonisation agenda by 
getting freight and passengers off the road.  And we appreciate this reduces the 
environmental impact of transport.

However, the selection of Route E by EWR will, as Phil is about describe, be counter-
productive to the government’s decarbonisation agenda.  And he will demonstrate 
the decision urgently needs to be reconsidered to save time, public money and effort 
– and, perhaps more importantly, pursue a railway driven by the 21st century 
environmental imperatives we all now face.

At the end, I’m going to sum up and make a request of you to take action.
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Topography:
- what would a group of people in Richards constituency (or his previous one Bedford) 
say if applying a common sense argument to the EWR Route choice?
- this first slide shows the gradient profiles of the chosen Route E vs the best southern 
alternative (Route B) – the difference is obvious and startling
- Route E has c40m of higher ground to negotiate within the first 4km from Bedford 
station
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Topography 
- this next slide overlays the topography of Bedford along with the Route E corridor in 
white
- you can also see the MML to the left and ECML to the right next to the A1
- Route E encounters a series of gradients which will require very substantial civil 
works to make the railway possible
- especially so when compared to an alternative route to the south (IN RED) which 
broadly follows the existing A421 dual carriageway and runs through  an existing 
multi-modal development corridor
- at the end of this is the Black Cat roundabout being re-modelled by Highways 
England and the planned new A428 route 
- Route E is not only steeper, it is 7km longer and would run  directly across unspoilt 
countryside rich in wildlife and productive agricultural land
- the part coming out of Bedford station also runs up the middle of the Bedford 
Borough Council designated protected Green Environment  area for the town
- the southern option is shorter, flatter, quicker and runs alongside a major 
development corridor and yet EWR say Route E is a significantly better business case 
than this alternative? 
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Consultation Map
- moving on to the 2019 consultation, 
- this map shows with blue markers the Parish Councils who were prescribed 
consultees approached by EWR for the consultation, 
- note the proliferation around Cambridge and the southern Bedford routes, the red 
oval highlights the obvious gap for Route E north of Bedford
- in total we believe 26 Parish Councils were omitted from the proscribed consultee 
list across the consultation area
- the yellow markers indicate the 2019 consultation meetings that EWR held (this was 
pre-pandemic). 
- NONE are in the Route E area – indeed only on was held in Bedford on the south 
side of the town. 
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• A Flawed consultation:
- we believe the 2019 consultation can therefore already be shown to be 
fundamentally flawed
- the level of public response achieved by EWR was also terrifyingly low 
- EWR say they received 3350 responses from the public 
- out of 400,000 adults potentially affected that’s less than 1% of the 
population. 
- there was also a significant absence of freight indications in the consultation, 
although more on that later
- we believe there was a failure to follow Govt guidance on the pre-application 
process for major infrastructure projects (for NSIPs). 
- The DCLG Guidance on the Pre-application process emphasises there should 
be early consultation based on accurate information – a key test of the 
acceptance of a DCO application for examination is that the applicant has 
complied with statutory requirements and applicable guidance. We say EWR 
have failed this test already.
- Lib Dem controlled BBC have a Political vested interest in securing the railway 
through Bedford and the Council have been a major contributor to the EWR 
Consortium, are on the Board of SEMLEP and indeed the Mayor chairs England’s 
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Economic Heartlands Strategic Transport Forum – all of which confer influence 
with the EWR project.
- we’ll show cost details next, however the point is that for some reason EWR 
chose to accept from BBC revised value-engineered costs, showing a massive 
theoretical reduction in the costs of Route E, 15 days AFTER the consultation 
had closed (giving BBC an advantage over other consultees to influence the 
route choice) 
- there is no evidence that the same value-engineering approach was applied by 
EWR for comparative purposes to ANY of the other route options
- and yet the evidence of the post-consultation cost shifts (justifying the Route E 
choice) seems to indicate that EWR accepted BBCs cost recalculations 
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Costs
- so, let’s look at the costs in more detail
- this is one of the hardest parts for any layman to believe about this saga
- in the 2019 consultation EWR said: cost estimates “have been developed to a 
sufficient level of confidence to indicate how costs might vary across route options”
- below you can see indicated by the arrow the costs residents were shown to help 
them determine how to respond to the consultation.  
- Route E is the most expensive by £800m, almost one third more than the second 
most expensive.
- and yet when the route decision was announced revised costs showed Route E was 
now the second cheapest with only a 9% increase in costs compared to between 50% 
and 80% increases to the other routes.    
- We believe EWR may already be having trouble accurately predicting costs on the 
sections that they are now working on, but even so these figures look incredibly 
suspect to anyone applying a common sense test 
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New Information
- as well as the obvious flaws in the 2019 consultation process, important significant 
new information has also emerged
- Freight was hardly mentioned in the 2019 consultation (in one paragraph of the 
documents) and evidence has emerged since of a likely significant freight use on 
EWR, from England’s Economic Heartlands, from the Rail Freight Group, and even 
yourself, Minister, expressing a personal opinion in the January 2021 webinar 
organised by Peleton
– this was not reflected or raised adequately in the 2019 consultation for people to 
consider when providing views
- when questioned at the time and throughout  2020, EWR have consistently 
downplayed the likelihood of major freight use 
- in a post pandemic world when passenger levels are predicted to be only  80% of 
previous levels, freight will play an important part in the EWR business case and this 
should be fully consulted upon in the fundamental route choice
- many of those in Bedford may not have supported Route E if they had known it 
would be a major freight route through the centre of the town
- it’s  worth noting that Route E requires EWR to relax guidance on gradients for 
freight and yet even so will require very significant engineering works causing a huge 
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environmental impact
– however, the gradient will still significantly reduce freight capacity, increase fuel 
costs by c£1m pa
- and we calculate will create an additional carbon footprint in the order of 1400 
tonnes of CO2 pa
- It has emerged since that EWR is unlikely to be electrified and both passenger and 
freight trains will run as diesel, at least in the medium term
- when combined with the gradients issue, this puts in very significant doubt the 
Govts ability to deliver de-carbonisation or carbon-neutrality in respect of this project

- we’ve also learned since 2019 consultation that there has been NO assessment by 
BBC of the impact of running EWR through Bedford town on traffic, parking, noise or 
air quality impacts
- in addition any back-check that EWR releases in the next consultation, (taking into 
account the pandemic impact on passenger numbers, freight use and detailed cost 
re-analysis of all routes) will be fundamentally important new information and should 
lead to a further consultation on route corridor.

- finally we have the EWR admission last week to us that they are looking at running 
the route alignment outside the Route E corridor at Cambourne – this in itself should 
entail a new consultation 
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Possible Outcomes:
- all of these arguments could lead to a series of potential outcomes that cause issues 
for progressing EWR on time and budget
-- there is likely to be a clear failure to support de-carbonisation objectives given the 
route chosen
- just like with HS2, cost over-runs can be expected from this route section given the 
evidence of the topography
- there will be years of evidence of environmental damage to contend with by taking 
this route through unspoilt countryside rather than along an existing development 
corridor
- by running the route through Bedford town there is a potential for significant 
compensation claims by impacting more households
- we believe there is a high risk of the Planning Inspectorate declining the DCO 
application because of the failure to follow stipulated guidance and process
- there are potential delays and costs involved in judicial reviews which are likely from 
both the Cambridge and Bedford ends of this route
- However, there is a way around all of this – a re-consultation of E vs a version of 
route B could be undertaken, and a southern route choice would then enable any 
delays to be made up in quicker construction times 
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Closing Statement

So if we accept a 21st century economic policy of encouraging people not to travel at 
all - wfh, digital economy - especially in a post COVID world. (93% fall in passengers -
which will likely never return to the same volume of people wanting to squeezed into 
close proximity in shiny metal boxes)

If we accept that the railway presents a great opportunity to get freight off the roads.  
If accept a 21st century policy where decarbonisation is encouraging more remote 
shopping, the rise of free ports etc and therefore an accelerated growth in Freight 
traffic.   Then we can only reach a conclusion that we must push for a railway that 
achieves that goal of minimising the environmental impact.

It would seem counter intuitive to choose a longer, more challenging route – surely
we should be pushing for a railway that minimises the length - saving materials and 
energy used in construction, saving journey time of that freight, saving fuel and 
energy, saving Diesel emissions.

It must drive maximum efficiency - lower gradients and fewer tight curves - again 
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saving fuel and energy, saving emissions.  It must take into consideration the wider 
impact too - so minimise traffic on the roads in our town centres – improve air quality 
and reduce congestion and noise pollution.

EWR has the option to choose a shorter, flatter, straighter, more environmentally 
conscious route that follows the existing A421 travel corridor.

The route E selected does none of these things - rather it sacrifices any 
environmental concerns in favour of tiny and possibly non-existent economic gain –
driven by outdated economic policies of Bedford Borough Council.

A BBC with an undemocratically disproportionate influence on the process.

We believe we owe it to ourselves, our children and future generations not to enter 
into a decision like that lightly. A decision that means irreversibly carving up unspoilt 
countryside. 
As my grandfather the carpenter always said to me - measure twice, cut once.

In the light of new information - We believe we need to embrace a common-sense 
approach - we need a decision based upon serious, transparent and detailed 
consultation – and one that puts the environmental concerns first.

And that is what we are asking you to do as Minister:-
We are asking you to instruct EWR company to re-consult on the route selection to 
prioritise the reason we all want to shift transport onto the rail – to save the 
environment.
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